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A Message from the Chair
There’s a new Chair in Town

Contents

Dear Fellow SPE Members,
I am quite pleased and proud to have the
opportunity to serve you, the LA SPE
Membership, as the SPE Los Angeles Basin
Section Chair for 2014-2015. It will be quite
a c h a l l e n g e to m a t c h t h e v i g o r a n d
performance of our Section’s recent past
chairs (Baldev Gill, Steve Cheung, Eric Withjack, etc.). I will certainly
seek their guidance – and the advice of the Membership – as the year
progresses.
My service to SPE has, until recently, been largely focused at the
International level. I was a Distinguished Lecturer in 2009-2010 and
currently have the honor of serving on the DL Selection Committee.
This is probably the most demanding, but also the most fun-loving,
committee at SPE. I have and continue to serve on the Steering
Committee for a number of SPEI Workshops, Symposiums, and
Forums. In addition, I am a Technical Editor for several SPE-related
publications and a member of the Editorial Committee for JPT. I am
also on the Technical Advisory Committee for the Projects, Facilities,
and Construction Division of SPE.
In addition to my SPE activities, I am an Engineering Advisor at
SPEC Services, Inc. and teach a 4 ½ day class for PetroSkills on
Produced Water Treatment. In my spare time, I…oh…, yes, what spare
time?
continued on page 2....
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PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY FORUM, OCTOBER 14TH
The next Petroleum Technology Forum is “Hydraulic Fracturing and Earthquakes. Ethically, how do we move
forward and do the right thing?” on October 14th by Don Clarke, USC.
Details fo!ow on page 3 ...
Location:
Long Beach Petroleum Club
3636 Linden Avenue
Long Beach, CA 90807

!

Time:
Registration: 11:30 AM
Buﬀet Lunch: 11:30 AM
Presentation: 12:00-1:00 PM

Cost:
$25.00 members,
$30.00 non-members,
Free for 1st 4 students, others $5 each
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Message from the Chair...continued #om page 1

Contents continued
My goals for the coming year will be to:
(1) facilitate the success of the April 2015 SPE Western Regional
Meeting in Anaheim,
(2) provide strong support for our four associated Student Chapters,
(3) increase the funding for student scholarships (consistent with
maintaining a balanced budget), and
(4) continue with past eﬀorts to improve the LA SPE program and
educational oﬀerings.

Services Oﬀered
page 18
Board Members - Committee
Chairs
page 19
connect.spe.org/
LosAngelesBasin/Home

We will have 3 excellent Distinguished Lecture presentations during
our 2014-2015 Forum year, starting with November and December. On
October 14th , we will have a great talk by our own Don Clarke. He will speak on
“Hydraulic fracturing and Earthquakes. Ethically, how do we move forward and do the right
thing?”, so keep the 2nd Tuesday of each month open for attending the LA SPE Forum!
Keep in mind that the LA SPE can only serve your needs if you make those needs known. A survey of
your wants and needs was completed during the 2011-12 year and will be repeated in 2014-2015. But no
need to wait for the Survey – contact a Board Member or Section Oﬃcer anytime to give us your
thoughts and opinions.
I especially want to encourage you to submit Paper Proposals for the 2015 SPE Western
Regional meeting. The submission deadline is OCTOBER 13th. To submit a Paper Proposal,
simply:
• Go to http://connect.spe.org/LosAngelesBasin/Home, the new LA Basin SPE web site.
• Click on the link in the MEDIM SIZED GREEN box for the 2015 Western Regional Meeting
• Click on the “SUBMIT” box and Follow the Instructions
To make life a little easier, the Instructions for Submitting an Abstract are reproduced in this
Newsletter.
Finally, I would like to welcome Christian Vaccese as the new Section Vice-Chair for 2014-2015. It is a
pleasure to have him as a competent back-up to assist with the execution of my duties to the Section.
Sincerely
Ted Frankiewicz
SPE LA Basin Section Chair 2014-2015

YOUNG PROFESSIONALS
Networking Event
Thursday, October 2nd
The Federal Bar
102 Pine Ave, Long Beach, CA 90802
5:30-7:30pm

!
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PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY FORUM, OCTOBER14TH

Hydraulic Fracturing and Earthquakes.
Ethically, how do we move forward and do the right thing?
by Don Clark, Petroleum Geologist, USC
Abstract
In 2010 Senator Bingaman of New Mexico requested that Department of Energy Secretary Steven
Chu engage the National Research Council (NRC), the operating arm of the National Academy of
Sciences and National Academy of Engineering, to form an ad hoc committee to examine the topic of
“Induced Seismicity Potential in Energy Technologies”. The committee of eleven members was
formed from a large set of nominees sent to the NRC staﬀ from a spectrum of professionals in
academia, government, and industry and was approved by the chair of the NRC. The committee
members, each of whom served pro bono for the duration of the project, brought a wide range of
expertise to the study including oil and gas exploration and production, geothermal energy, drilling
engineering, fluid injection, seismic monitoring and modeling, seismic hazard assessment,
geomechanics, mining engineering, fluid-rock interaction, and regulatory oversight, with professional
experience derived from academic research, private industry, and government service. During the
course of a year, the committee convened five public information gathering meetings and produced a
consensus report that assessed the current situation related to induced seismicity in the United States
for various energy technologies including hazards, risks, government roles and responsibilities,
proposed research needs and suggestions on how to move forward. The report stands as an example of
how a group of objective professionals with varying viewpoints can come to a consensus and produce a
useful, scientifically grounded document to help guide developments with emerging energy
technologies.
Biography
Donald Clarke teaches petroleum geology at the University of Southern
California and works as a consulting geologist for many clients including
Occidental Petroleum, Vintage, Signal Hill Petroleum, the cities of Beverly
Hills, Newport Beach, Hermosa Beach and Terralog.
A long-time member of AAPG, Clarke has served the organization in a variety
of positions including Chairman of the House of Delegates and has served on
the AAPG Advisory Council and Executive Committee and as the AAPG
representative on the Board of Directors of the Petroleum Technology
Transfer Council. He has published three geological guidebooks, more than
60 papers and abstracts, and has appeared on the Discovery Channel, National
Geographic’s Gallon of Gas, VBS Television’s LA’s Hidden Wells, the Canadian show Trashopolis and
in the Swiss movie A Crude Awakening. His main areas of research are Los Angeles basin geology and
computer mapping techniques. He has also served on the National Research Council’s Committee on
Geoscience Data and Collections, National Resources in Peril and the Committee on Induced
Seismicity Potential in Energy Technologies.
http://www.aapg.org/career/training/in-person/distinguished-lecturer/details/articleid/368/don-clarke
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LASPE SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED
and presented at LASPE September 9th Forum meeting

The scholarships and awards recipients:
Undergraduate Scholarships: Four scholarships of $1,000 each. These were available for regional
undergraduate students pursuing petroleum engineering, geology, chemical, civil, mechanical,
environmental or related engineering curriculums. Recipients:
• Katarina Khalatian Bethel of the University of Southern California – Mechanical Engineering.
• Firas Khan of the University of California, Irvine – Chemical Engineering, Chemistry.
• Uyen H. Nguyen of the University of California, Irvine – Chemical Engineering.
• Kyle Walker of the University of Arizona – Electrical & Computer Engineering.
Masters Scholarships: Four $1,000 scholarships are available for the top Masters Students at USC,
UCI and CSLUB college graduate students pursuing studies or conducting research in energy and
petroleum related subjects. Recipients:
• Alok Priyadarshi of the University of Southern California – MS Petroleum Engineering
• Amar Rao of California State University, Long Beach – MS Geological Sciences
• Watanapong Ratawessanun of the University of Southern California - MS Petroleum Engineering
• Long Vo of the University of Southern California – MS Petroleum Engineering
Bruce Davis Memorial Scholarship: $1,000 award an USC student pursuing graduate studies in
petroleum related fields, chemical engineering and chemistry. Dr. Davis, a 26-year employee of
Chevron, considered himself an experimental chemist and wished to encourage students with science
backgrounds to pursue a future career in the Petroleum Industry. Recipient:
• Lawrence Bustos of the University of Southern California – MS Petroleum Engineering
Graduate Student Awards of Excellence: Two Graduate Student Awards for Excellence of $1,500
each for the most outstanding contribution to the Oil & Gas industry. Recipients:
• Siavash Elahi of the University of Southern California – PhD Petroleum Engineering
• Atefeh Koudehi of the University of Southern California - PhD Petroleum Engineering

!
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LASPE MEMBER AND DIRECTOR
SELECTED TO ATTEND 2014
EMERGING LEADERS ALLIANCE
We are proud to announce that Reza Rastegar, a member of the SPE LA Basin Section’s Board
of Directors, has been selected by SPE International to be one of the eight outstanding Young
Professionals to attend the 2014 Emerging Leaders Alliance Conference this November in
Reston, Virginia as a sponsored SPE delegate.
The Emerging Leaders Alliance is a partnership among leading engineering, research and
science-based organizations that provides high quality leadership training to select
professionals: http://emergingleadersalliance.org/
Topics for this year’s conference are:
• Personal Vision: Becoming an Indispensable Leader
• Making the Transition from Technical to Management
• Social Styles: Building Highly Productive Relationships that Matter
• Global and Virtual Team Leadership
• Global Leaders Embracing Inclusion for Success
• How Our Thinking Impacts Our Results
• Values and Ethics
• Managing Change
• Powerful Practices for Leading Innovation
• Insights and Ideas for Leading Volunteers
Reza Rastegar is a California registered petroleum
engineer working as a Senior Reservoir Engineer for
Oxy USA Inc. Reza received his Ph.D. in Petroleum
Engineering from University of Southern California
(USC) and an Executive MBA from UCLA Anderson
School of Management. Please join me in congratulating
Reza.

!
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Get Recognized at the 2015 SPE
Western Regional Meeting!
On behalf of the SPE Western Regional Program Committee, we invite you
to submit a paper proposal presenting your technical solutions and
innovations by 13 October and to showcase your knowledge at the
conference next year.
The 2015 SPE Western Regional Meeting will be held 27 – 30 April 2015 in
sunny Anaheim, California, at the Hyatt Regency Orange County. The hotel
is located within just a few miles of Disneyland.
This conference will serve oil and gas, and other professionals who work in
the unique conditions of challenging reservoirs and environmental
constraints. The conference objective is to exchange ideas and collaborate
on the challenges, opportunities, and solutions for successful operations.
We seek papers that will share cutting-edge technologies and best
practices on such topics as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drilling and Completions
Health, Safety, Security, Environment
Production and Operations
Digital Oil Field Programs
Projects, Facilities, and Construction
Reservoir Description and Dynamics

continued on next page...
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For a detailed list of submission categories, visit the Call for Papers page
for this conference.
Those selected will present their papers at the 2015 SPE Western
Regional Meeting. The papers will also be added to OnePetro.org, a
multisociety technical library.
The deadline to submit a paper proposal is 13 October!
We look forward to your contribution and having you join us at the
conference.
Andrei S. Popa
Program Committee Chairperson
Chevron Corporation

Why submit a paper proposal for consideration?
If selected, you can
• Present your latest technical achievements to your peers at the
conference
• Have your paper included in the multisociety library, OnePetro.org
• Submit your paper for consideration in one of SPE's peer-reviewed
technical journals

!
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Instructions for Submitting an Abstract Online

Please read these instructions carefully. When done, print and save a copy, then proceed to the end to begin the
submission process.

Recommended Browsers
For Windows users, we recommend Internet Explorer 7.0 or higher.
For Macintosh users, we recommend Safari 3.2.
Attention IE 8 Users:
If you are using Internet Explorer 8.0, you MUST display the website using the Compatibility View before you begin your
submission. Please visit IE8 for more information.
Please note that you must also have JavaScript and Cookies enabled in your browser preferences in order for the
system to function properly.

Submission Information
Before submitting a paper proposal, please gather the following information:
 Abstract/Manuscript Title
 Submission Category (to be selected from list online)
 Author Information
o First and Last Name
o Company
o email address
Please note that when entering the authors, you will need to identify the Presenting Author (by default, the
submitter). The Presenting Author will become the main point of contact and will receive ALL correspondence
regarding the submission. It is then the responsibility of the Presenting Author to share all pertinent information
with their Co-Authors.
 Publication Information (if manuscript has been published before)
 Keyword(s) (associated with submission)
 Text of abstract (225 words minimum)
If you are submitting an abstract for someone, but are not an Author, you will need to remove yourself from the
submission form AFTER adding at least one Co- Author.

Abstract/Manuscript Title
The abstract title should be standardized with each word beginning with capital letters (title case).
 Do not underline any portion of your title
 Do not use bold or italics in your title
 Do not use ALL CAPS

1
next page
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Instructions continued
Abstract Requirements and Format


All abstracts must be a minimum of 225 words with a 450 word maximum as determined by the program
committee and specified on the online submission form.



Identify primary topic area from the list provided to which the abstract is best suited. Abstracts are
reviewed  by  the  topic  area’s  technical  committee reviewers and slotted in sessions according to the topic
preference selected by the author.



Abstracts suggesting commercialism in any form will be rejected. SPE has a stated policy against use of
commercial trade names, company logos, or text that is commercial in tone in the paper title, text or slides.
Use of such terms will result in careful scrutiny by the Program Committee in evaluating abstracts and the
presence of commercialism in the paper may result in it being withdrawn from the program.



The substance of the abstract should not have been presented or published before.



The abstract should stand on its own and not refer to another work, unless associated with current work.



Do not include the title or author names in the body of the abstract. The title and author information will
be requested separately through the submission system.

Abstract submissions should be formatted into four specific paragraphs to include the following:
1. Objectives/Scope
2. Methods, Procedures, Process
3. Results, Observations, Conclusions
4. Novel/Additive Information

Submission Deadline
All submissions must be received electronically by the stated deadline. Submissions received after the
deadline will not be considered. No exceptions will be made.
Confirmation of Submission
An email confirmation is available upon finalizing your electronic submission. Follow the prompt and enter the
email addresses for confirmation. You can also view and print a copy of your submission through the online system
once  you’re  finished.  Please  note  your  control  number  and  use  it  in  any future correspondence regarding your
submission.
Program Committee Review Process
All abstract submissions are reviewed by the Program Committee. Specific selection and rating criteria are
listed under submission requirements.
Author Notifications
Author notifications will be sent to each Presenting Author regarding the status of their submission. The
notification will provide a link to the appropriate status letter (which can be printed as often as necessary).
Notification letters are addressed to the Presenting Author only. It is then the responsibility of the Presenting
Author to share all pertinent information with all Co-Authors.

2
next page
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Instructions continued
Please note: Highly sensitive anti-spam software may block this notification since it is actually emailed by a third
party. If you do not receive this email by notification date, contact the SPE Program Lead immediately.

Confirm you have provided your correct and complete email address to ensure receiving this notification in a
timely manner.
Changes, Cancelations, Withdrawals
SPE and the Program Committee consider a submitted abstract a commitment to present. If extenuating
circumstances prevent the author from making the presentation, it is that author's obligation to find an
alternate presenter and notify their SPE Program Lead and their session chair(s) (if applicable). Withdrawals
must be made in writing to the SPE office as soon as possible.
Under no circumstances can a submitted abstract be changed once it has been submitted. Cancellations,
particularly after the abstract has been accepted and publicized, are viewed by the Program Committee as
highly unprofessional.
Speaker Registration/Funding
No funding is available for Presenting Authors or Speakers. However, we do provide presenting authors with
a discounted rate. All technical session speakers must register for the conference at the Presenting Author
rate. Speakers attending the conference for the day of presentation must register at the prevailing one-day
rate.
Audio Visual (AV) Support
All slide presentations must be computer generated. Most software packages are acceptable. No speaker may
use his or her personal laptop to give a presentation. If you have a question, please contact SPE staff before
submitting. Specific guidelines and suggested template along with instructions will be included in the Author
Kit.
Technical Support
If you encounter any issues with the system, please contact your Conference Programs Lead.

Copyright and Trademark Notice. All  materials  published  or  otherwise  accessible  through  SPE’s  CTT  abstract  page  are  protected  by  copyright  and  are  owned  or  controlled by
SPE and/or its Members. Other owners of copyright on this  site  will  be  individually  credited  as  the  holder  of  the  material’s  copyright.  All  visitors  shall  abide  by  all  additional  
copyright notices, information, and restrictions contained in any content accessed through this website.
Personal Use. Notwithstanding the above, website users may download or copy the content or other downloadable items displayed on the website for personal use only,
provided website users maintain all copyright and other notices contained in such content.
Government Law and Jurisdiction. By accessing this website, you, the website user, and SPE agree that all matters relating to access to, or use of, the laws of the State of Texas
shall govern this website. You, the website user, and SPE, hereby submit to the exclusive personal jurisdiction and venue of the courts of the State of Texas with respect to such
matters.

©2011, Society of Petroleum Engineers 222 Palisades Creek Drive, Richardson, TX 75080
(972) 952-9393; (972) 952-9435 fax

3
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PHOTOS FROM SEPTEMBER 9TH
PETROLEUM TECHNOLOGY FORUM
North to Alaska,
The State of the Oil and Gas Industry in the 49th State
By Tom Walsh, SPE WNAR Director

!
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SPE STUDENT CHAPTER NEWS
USC SPE Student Chapter Report
For the month of September, we had many exciting events happening varying from social to professional
seminar.
The first event was the “involvement fair” which
took place on the USC campus on August 27th.
The aim of the fair itself is to engage USC students
and encourage their involvement in campus
organizations and oﬃcial school clubs. USC’s SPE
chapter participated in this fair to promote the
SPE chapter and to recruit new members. The
C h a p te r s e t u p a b o o t h a l o n g s i d e o t h e r
organizations. Flyers were handed out that
described the organization along with a brief
calendar overview of the upcoming activities that
USC SPE will be hosting. The event itself yielded
over 50 new signups of interested students (both
undergraduate and graduate).
USC E-board is recruiting new members at the
involvement fair.
The second event was our very first
Tailgate for USC vs. FSU football game
on August 30th. At the tailgate, food and
drinks were provided along with music
and some fun activities. Ever yone
socialized with the board members and
enjoyed themselves. We provided freshly
grilled burgers and hotdogs for everyone.
This is the very first tailgate gathering
USC SPE organized. A very succes in that
members got to know each other and the
oﬃcers. This is just a glimpse of all the
fun activities to be hosted by USC SPE in
the future.

USC SPE oﬃcers and members at the tailgate

!
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USC SPE Student Chapter Report continues

The third event was USE SPE First General Body Meeting on September 8th. The first half of the
meeting was a detailed introduction of USC SPE chapter and its executive board. We had a detailed
presentation on USC SPE missions and a full event schedule for the fall semester. We also provided
information regarding the sub committees and the award system to get members more interested to be
involved within the organization. The second half of the meeting was a guest speaker Azra Karga, a
reser voir engineer from Southern
California Gas Company, who is also a
USC alumnus. During the meeting, free
pizza and drinks were also provided for
the member. The members were very
excited to learn more about USC SPE
chapter and what we have to oﬀer and
showed a great interest in getting more
involved with USC SPE this upcoming
semester.
About 100 students attended our first general
meeting

The last event was a professional event on September 11th,
in which the students in the petroleum engineering
department were privileged to have Dr. Mohaghegh from
West Virginia University and SPE Distinguished Lecturer
discuss the uses of Artificial Intelligence in the oil and gas
industry. Over the years Dr. Mohaghegh has pioneered a
new way of thought for solving problems in the oil and gas
industry. As he discussed, it is a “paradigm shift” in the
manner of solving problems from conventional ways. The
lecture was titled “Fact-Based Modeling | Data-Driven
Reservoir Management.
Overall, the opportunity to learn new methods using AI is
exciting. Members of SPE benefited greatly from Dr.
Mohagheghs’s visit.
Dr. Mogaghegh a'er the Seminar with USC SPE president

!
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LASPE BOARD MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, SEPTEMBER 9, 2014

Attendance:
Eric Withjack, Senior Past Chair
Steve Cheung, Junior Past Chair (Proxy)
Baldev Gill, Section Chair
Brian Tran, Board Member through 2016
Ted Frankiewicz, Vice Chair 2013-2014 and Board Member 2015 (Proxy)
Christian Vaccese, Board Member through 2014 (Proxy)
Reza Rastegar, Program Chair and Board Member through 2015
Uduak Ntuk, Outreach Committee and Board Member through 2014
Robert Schaaf, Board Member through 2016
Ali Khan, Treasurer and Board Member through 2015

Rick Finken, Past Treasurer
Scott Hara, Outreach Committee
Vanessa Perez, Past Nomination Chair
Jalal Torabzadeh, CSULB Student Chapter Advisor
Sam Sarem, Chair, Membership and Awards Committees
AB Gorashi Abdulrahman, Continuing Education Committee Chair
Stephanie Grace Arriola, CSULB Student Chapter
Asim Sakour, UCI Student Chapter
Soham Punjabi, USC Student Chapter
Kim Geroge, CSULB Student Chapter Secretary
Omone’ Livingston, SPE Member Worley Parsons
Proceedings:
1) Call to Order – 10:51 a.m.
Quorum Check:
•

Robert Shaaf ! Proxy for Steve Chung

•

Brian Tran ! Proxy for Christian V.

•

Baldev Gill ! Proxy for Dr. Ted F.

2) Agenda Approved

!
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LASPE BOARD MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, SEPTEMBER 9, 2014

3) Minutes of the Meeting of June 2014 still missing
•

Asking UCI for record of meeting

4) REPORTS:
5) Old business:
6) New business:
•

New Website progress updating

7) WRM 2015 Update: Baldev/Ted
•

Call for papers went out (May ask for extension to be discussed on the next
BOD)

•

CEO of Signal Hill, CRC, Aera, Chevron, and Regulatory of State for panel
discussion

•

5 confirmed speakers have been announced
o Benhrooz F.: Heavy Oil
o Ganesh: Short Course H2O Flooding
o Tony: Thermal Methods
o University of Alaska, Prof. Mohbbat: Hydrolyic Fracking Shale
Properties
o USC, Prof. Avaj: 3 topics have been presented and will be discussed
more in detail.

8) Universities will be developing budget for yearly activities (Est. $500-$700) to be
discussed and shared on the next BOD.
9) Treasurer Updates: Ali/Rick presented the treasurer’s report, an electronic copy will
be sent to the Board Members for information.

!
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LASPE BOARD MEETING MINUTES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING, SEPTEMBER 9, 2014

10)Scholarship Update: Brian presented his report regarding the scholarship, more
topics will be discussed during the next BOD.
•

11 Winners

11)Outreach Activities: Uduak

12) SPE Distinguished Lecturers will be the speakers for November and December
Forums. Don Clark has agreed to speak at the October Forum.
13) YP activities – Brian
• Next meeting October 2nd at La Palapa Restaurant in LB @ approximately
5:30pm

Adjournment
The meeting was adjourned at 11.32 am
(Pacific Time Zone).
Respectfully submitted,
Stephanie Arriola on behalf of
Christian Vaccese LASPE Secretary and Board Member.

!
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SELECTED SPE UPCOMING EVENTS - 2014

Date

Title

October(2

YOUNG(PROFESSIONALS((6((Networking(Event
Thursday,(October(2nd
The(Federal(Bar
102(Pine(Ave,(Long(Beach,(CA(90802
5:3067:30pm

October(13

DEADLINE'TO'SUBMIT'2015'WRM'PAPER'PROPOSAL

October(14*

Hydraulic(fracturing(and(Earthquakes.(Ethically,(how(do(we(move(forward(and(do(the(
right(thing?(By(Don(Clarke,(Petroleum(Geologist,(USC

November(12

LNG(–(A(Time(of(Change,(by(John(Morgan,(Petroskills

December(10
March(9

Perfora]ng(with(Lasers:(Are(You(Ready(for(the(Power(of(Light?(
by(Brian(C.(Gahan,(Laser(Rock(Technologies
Next6Genera]on(of(Energy(Eﬃcient,(Low(Water(Usage(Heavy(Oil(Recovery(Methods(
by(Jala(Abedi,(University(of(Calgary

April((27630,(2015

2015(WRM,(Western(Regional(Mee]ng,(Anaheim,(California

Note:'*'LASPE'Board'mee>ng'starts'at'10:30'a.m.'and'all'members'are'welcome'to'observe

DEADLINES FOR NEWSLETTER ARTICLE SUBMISSION

!

Month

1st Submission Call

Last Submission Call

No Submissions
Accepted After

Newsletter Publish
Date

November

10/15/14

10/22/14

10/31/14

11/3/14

December

11/17/14

11/24/14

11/28/14

12/1/14

January 2015

12/15/14

12/22/14

12/30/14

1/2/15
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SERVICES OFFERED

Scott W. McGurk
Petroleum Engineering Consulting
36 Years of Diversified Experience
Asset Development
Reservoir Management
Drilling Programs
Waterflood Optimization
Tertiary Recovery / EOR
Reserves and Economic Evaluation
Acquisition and Divestitures

714-403-9839
LOVESM@IX.NETCOM.COM
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2013-2014 LASPE OFFICERS & BOARD
Name

Posi>on

EJmail

Dr.(Steve(Cheung

Senior(Past(chair

steveior@yahoo.com

Baldev((Gill

Junior(Past(Chair

Baldev.Gill@longbeach.gov(

Dr.(Ted(Frankiewicz

LASPE(Chairperson(201462015

crankiewicz@specservices.com(

Chris]an(Vaccese

Vice(Chair(6(Board(member(through((2015

c.vaccese@gmail.com

Ali(Khan

Treasurer(through(2015

akhan@conserva]on.ca.gov

Rick(Finken

Vice6Treasurer

rdﬁnken@gmail.com

Chris]an(Vaccese

Secretary(6(Board(member(through((2014

c.vaccese@gmail.com

Robert(Schaaf

Board(member(through(2016

robert_schaaf@oxy.com

Uduak(Ntuk

Board(member(through(2014

Brian(Tran
Dr.(Reza(Rastegar

Board(member(through((2016
Board(member(through(2015

uduak.ntuk@longbeach.gov(
Brian.Tran@Bakerhughes.com
Reza_Rastegar@oxy.com

Robert(Schaaf

Awards

robert_schaaf@oxy.com

Dr.(Reza(Rastegar

Forum(and(Program(co6chair

Reza_Rastegar@oxy.com

Dr.(Ted(Frankiewicz

Forum(and(Program(co6chair

crankiewicz@specservices.com

Rich(Manuel(

Golf

rmanuel@mindspring.com

Uduak(Ntuk

Community(Outreach/STEM

Dr.(Sam(Sarem

Membership

uduak.ntuk@longbeach.gov(
Sam4IPRC@aol.com

Dr.(Iraj(Ershaghi

Publica]on(Mentor

ershaghi@usc.edu

Brian(Tran

Scholarship(

Brian.Tran@Bakerhughes.com

Devon(Shay

Student(Chapter(Liaison

DShay@SHPI.net

Dr.(Jalal(Torabzadeh

Student(Chapter(Advisor(6(CSULB

jalal.torabzadeh@csulb.edu

Kim(George

Student(Chapter(President(6(CSULB

kimgeorge3@hotmail.com

Dr.(Iraj(Ershaghi

Student(Chapter(Advisor(–(USC

ershaghi@usc.edu

Lawrence(Bustos

Student(Chapter(President(6(USC

USCstudents@spemail.org

Dr.(Frank(Shi

Student(Chapter(Advisor(6(UCI

fgshi@uci.edu

Uyen(Nguyen

Student(Chapter(President(6(UCI

nguyenuh@uci.com

A.B.(Gorashi

Training

goras9@aol.com

Jovy(Kroh

Young(Professional

jkroh@shpi.net

Dr.(Eric((Withjack

Nomina]ons

dremmw@yahoo.com(

Larry(Gilpin

Newsleker(&(Website(Editor(/(Publisher

Larry@4thForge.com

Tom(Walsh

WNAR(Director(201262015

twalsh@petroak.com

SPE(Interna]onal

(Contact(for(Sec]ons

sec]ons@SPE.org

CommiLee'Chairs
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